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dear  readers ,
March is here, bringing with it 
sunshine and showers. In the UK and 
Ireland, lots of showers. But when 
the sun shines, the green of the grass 
and trees seems to shine too. In fact, 
Ireland gets so much rain that it is one 
of the greenest places in the world. 
It’s no surprise that this colour is a big 
part of St Patrick’s Day celebrations. 
And as “Paddy’s Day” also comes in 
March, it’s the perfect time to see 
what you know about Ireland. Check 
out our quiz on page 11. We also 
asked our Irish writer Dolores to tell 
us all about her favourite Irish place, 
Connemara – it sounds beautiful. 
When the spring rain is falling outside, 
a favourite activity is to curl up with 
a book. So we’ve got some tips for 
you on reading in English. Maybe 
you prefer current events to reading 
a book though, and that comes with 
its own issues. How can you trust 
what you read? Our article aims to 
give you some help. We also feature 
pop-punk rebel Yungblud, meet some 
unusual-looking robots and find out 
a bit about the psychology of colours.

Liam, Zuzana and Šimon

 How to read the 
news nowadays.

3Gate March 2021

Congratulations to the Brain Training 
winners from the December issue.

Anna Zavřelová, Tercie A – Gymnázium 
Brno-Řečkovice, Matouš Rozlivka



B1 ISSUE

While newspapers and TV news used to be 
most people’s main sources2 of information, 
times have certainly changed. These days, 
most of the news we get comes from the 
internet, especially social media. And it’s not 
just where we get news that has changed – 
when we get that news is also very different. 
People used to read the newspaper over 
breakfast or watch the evening news on 
TV. Now the news finds us. It is suggested 
to us by algorithms*. It is shared by our 
friends. It pops up3 when we are reading 
about something completely different. But 
this brings its own problems. With so much 
news, how can we know if what we read is 
actually true, or a load of rubbish4?

neWs TIme

AlWAYs Ask 
QuesTIons

Whenever we find a new piece of news, it is 
important to ask ourselves a few questions 
to work out how reliable5 the news is.

Who is presenting this information to me, 
and why?

We can check the source in a few ways. 
Does the website the news is from have 
a clear “About Us” section? Have you heard 

of the website before? Who is the author? 
Google them. Are they even a real person?

How do you feel after reading the news? 
Are you angry? Scared? Excited?

If you get a strong emotional response from 
a piece of news, that’s probably because 
the author wanted you to feel like that. 
Why did they try to create that emotion?

Who else is writing about it?

If more (reliable) sources are saying the 
same thing, then it is more likely to be 
true. The more you read, the better your 
instincts for fake news will become. If 
something seems too good, too crazy or 
too shocking to be true, it probably is.

But maybe the hardest thing is to ask 
ourselves: What are my own biases6?

Do I believe something is true because 
I really want it to be true, or is there 
a chance that actually it could be false? Of 
course, this is much easier said than done.

Tracks 1–2CD

In the information 
age, news is around 

us at all times, coming 
from all kinds of 

places. And when you 
have news coming out 
of your ears*, it can be 
hard to separate1 fact 

from fiction.
LIAM PEACH (UK)

ActivitiesTf
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1 to separate  [ˈsepəreɪt] – oddělit
2 source  [sɔːs] – zdroj
3 to pop up  [pɒp ˈʌp] – vyskočit
4 a load of rubbish  [ləʊd əv ˈrʌbɪʃ] – 

hromada nesmyslů
5 reliable  [rɪˈlaɪəbl] – spolehlivý
6 bias  [ˈbaɪəs] – zaujatost, předsudek
7 to be entitled to sth  [ɪnˈtaɪtld] – 

mít nárok na něco
8 to demonstrate  [ˈdemənstreɪt] – 

předvést, ukázat
9 to claim  [kleɪm] – tvrdit
10 to argue  [ˈɑːɡjuː] – prohlašovat
11 bait  [beɪt] – návnada
12 headline  [ˈhedlaɪn] – nadpis
13 weapon  [ˈwepən] – zbraň
14 nonsense  [ˈnɒnsns] – nesmysl
15 to reveal  [rɪˈviːl] – odhalit
16 formula  [ˈfɔːmjələ] – vzorec
17 to shrink  [ʃrɪŋk] – scvrknout

Vocabulary

algorithm – a set of rules or 
instructions which a computer can 
follow to solve a problem or cause 
a specific result, e.g. offer you news 
articles, videos based on what you 
have viewed before
to have sth coming out of your 
ears – to have more of sth than you 
want or need

Glossary

The American politician Daniel Patrick Moynihan once wrote: 
“Everyone is entitled to7 his own opinion, but not his own facts.” 
However, in this day and age it is harder than ever before to tell 
what is fact and what is opinion.

A fact is something that can be proved right or wrong and an 
opinion is just someone’s personal feeling. When reading, ask 
yourself if it is possible to prove if the statements are true or false. 
You should also pay close attention to the language being used. 
Some common verbs and phrases used when describing facts are: 
discover, demonstrate8, prove or according to. If an opinion is being 
presented, you may see words like claim9, argue10 or in X’s view.

Be careful though: writers sometimes make opinions sound 
like facts by using the phrases above connected with facts. Ask 
yourself, can this be proved? If not, it is probably just an opinion.

For online news sources, the headline12 is one of the most 
important weapons13 they have. A good headline should get your 
attention, tell you what the news item is about, and make you 
want to read it. However, if the real aim of the headline is to get 
you to look at the advertising that is shown with the article, then 
it is what is known as clickbait.

If you want to catch a fish, you use fish bait. In the same way, if you 
want to catch a click, you use clickbait! The problem with these 
clickbait articles is that the advertising is the main thing. Whether 
it’s a current events article or a lifestyle article, the information 
contained in it isn’t very important, and sometimes isn’t true. 
But, unfortunately, many people will read it, believe it and share 
it. It must be true – it was on the internet! It’s probably complete 
nonsense14 though, so how can we tell clickbait from real news?

Task Have a look at the following headlines. 
Which ones are clickbait? How do you 
know? More headlines are on the Gate CD.

These Twins were named “mosT BeauTiful 
in The world”, waiT Till You see Them now1

uK economY Shrank17 BY 2.6% in novemBer2

This liTTle drone is flYing off 
shelves! The Price will shocK You3

9 BesT foods To eaT for 
long and healThY hair4

geTTing a JoB in The uK maY 
Be easier Than You ThinK5

You won’T Believe The secreT 
ingredienT in our sPecial sauce6

→ SOLUTIONS IN THE TF

FAcT or opInIon? don’T TAke The BAIT11

There are a few ways in which 
clickbait tries to get our attention:

it is dramatic.
It probably uses extreme language 
and affects our emotions, whether in 
a good or bad way (more likely bad).

Numbers seem to get people’s attention and 
nobody is quite sure why, but odd numbers 
get more readers than even numbers.

it uses a number.

it follows a formula16.
Advertisers know what works, 
so clickbait headlines are 
often written in the same way, 
something like: X did Y, you won’t 
believe what happened next! 
Or 10 Xs that look like Y, or 25 
reasons you should be doing X.

it makes you curious.
It asks a question or promises 
to reveal15 something.
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A2-B1 LITErATUrE Track 3CD

Get reading! 
(In English)

But read what?

If you pick up

Shakespeare, you

won’t improve your

English, you’ll just

explode your brain.

You already read

Gate magazine,

and that’s a really

good start.

If you find that

it’s not enough

of a challenge,

or you want

to read longer

articles, there’s

Bridge magazine.

There’s no need

to stop there,

though.

One option is to read simplified1 
books (also called graded2 readers) – 
shorter, easier versions of books 
that only have vocabulary at the 
level you choose. They’re great for 
practice and are particularly good 
when you want to (or have to) read 

older books. Like Shakespeare. Even 
native speakers can find these difficult!

Another cool possibility is a bilingual3 
text with the English text on one page 
and a translation into your language on 
the opposite page. These are good if you 
want to read an original English text.

readers
mAde For
students

But there are lots of other 
options, too. If you look at 
a 300-page book (that’s about 
the length of the third Harry 
Potter book) and your first 
thought is “OMG that’s so long,” 
then think about looking for 

a novella or some short stories instead.

Another very good option is to read books for younger 
ages. Books written for tweens (kids aged about 10–13) are 
usually written in a simpler style and are often fairly short, 
but simpler language doesn’t have to mean a childish4 story. 
Series like the Harry Potter and His Dark 
Materials books are so popular with 
adult readers that people invented 
a new word, “kidult”, to describe them.

books For

kids oF

All Ages

TIp read a book you love in english.

TIp Make sure you choose the right 
level of reader. What is your level 
of english? You should understand 
most of the words in the book.

ActivitiesTf
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1 simplified  [ˈsɪmplɪfaɪd] – zjednodušený
2 graded  [ˈɡreɪdɪd] – odstupňovaný
3 bilingual  [baɪˈlɪŋɡwəl] – dvojjazyčný
4 childish  [ˈtʃaɪldɪʃ] – dětinský
5 subtitles  [ˈsʌbtaɪtlz] – titulky
6 to cheat  [tʃiːt] – podvádět
7 fluent  [ˈfluːənt] – plynně mluvící
8 approach  [əˈprəʊtʃ] – přístup
9 to highlight  [ˈhaɪlaɪt] – zvýraznit
10 to look up – dohledat

Vocabulary

A really great way to 
practise is to watch English-
language movies and shows 
with English subtitles5. That 
way, you read and hear the 
words at the same time, 
and you can easily understand what the words mean. It’s not cheating6, and it really 
helps. Just ask RS from the K-pop band BTS: he’s a fluent7 English speaker and he 
learnt the language by watching the TV show Friends with English subtitles on.

If this read-and-listen approach8 helps you when you’re watching TV, it might help 
you with books, too. You could try getting both the print / ebook and audiobook 
versions of the story you want to read.

And don’t forget comics! The days when comic books 
were all adventure stories and superheroes are long 
gone (though of course you can find lots of those if 
you want them). 
These days 
there’s a lot of 
interesting fiction 

in graphic-novel form. And it’s “real literature”, 
not just kids’ stuff. One graphic novel (Maus) even 
won the Pulitzer, America’s top writing prize.

Whatever you decide, start by reading the first 
page or two. If you read the first page and your 
brain hurts, then leave it for the future. Find 
something shorter or easier. As you get better 
and better at reading in English, you will be able 
to enjoy longer and more difficult books. Just 
remember: reading should be fun.

sTorIes For
eyes
And ears

Words
And
pictures

compleTe Your
reAder’s
proFIle

TIp With audiobook apps, you can change the speed, making 
it slower or faster to match the speed you like to read at (and 
don’t worry, it doesn’t make the voice go funny).

Whatever you read, you are sure to find words you don’t 
know. You’ll want some kind of dictionary with you (and 
these days, Google Translate is usually good enough). 
If you’re the kind of person who wants to understand every 
word, that’s cool too! In that case, you might think about 
reading on a phone 
or tablet. With most 
ebook reader apps, 

you can just highlight9 a word to look up10 
a definition (these are usually in English, but 
many apps have translation options as well). But! 
Don’t feel you have to understand every word. 
Stopping to look up words every couple of lines is 
sure to make most readers feel bored.

Words,
Words,
Words

TIp Try to guess the word from context. 
If you read, “John went into the bathroom 
and looked at himself in the blargle,” you 
can easily guess what a “blargle” is.

What is your level of English?

Have you ever read a story / simplified 
reader / book in English?

What was it about?

What topics are you interested in?

Who are your favourite writers?

What book would you like to read in 
English?

What was the last one you read?

Write a recommendation for a book /
story / comic / simplified reader
that you have enjoyed. Send
your entry (200 words max) to
competition@bridge-online.cz
by March 31st. Three of you will
win simplified readers.

compeTITIon

7Gate March 2021
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1 attitude  [ˈætɪtjuːd] – přístup
2 mainstream  [ˈmeɪnstriːm] – hlavní proud
3 persona  [pəˈsəʊnə] – image
4 to draw from sth  [drɔː] – čerpat z něčeho
5 influence  [ˈɪnfluəns] – vliv
6 eye-catching  outfit  [ˈaɪkætʃɪŋ ˈaʊtfɪt] – 

nápadné oblečení
7 androgynous  [ænˈdrɒdʒənəs] – oboupohlavní
8 breakthrough  [ˈbreɪkθruː] – průlom (úspěch)
9 corrupt  [kəˈrʌpt] – zkorumpovaný
10 anxiety   [æŋˈzaɪəti] – úzkost
11 attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 

 [əˌtenʃn ˈdefɪsɪt haɪpərækˈtɪvəti dɪsˈɔːdə(r)] – 
porucha pozornosti s hyperaktivitou

12 to overcome  [əʊvəˈkʌm] – překonat
13 music industry  [ˈɪndəstri] –  hudební průmysl
14 to date sb  [deɪt] – chodit s někým
15 peer  [pɪə(r)] – vrstevník

Vocabulary

Coming from
Doncaster in the north
of England, Yungblud (real name Dominic 
Richard Harrison) grew up with music 
from a young age and he learned to play 
the guitar, piano and drums. At the age of 
16 he left for London to study theatre at 
Arts Educational Schools but kept writing 
songs. Harrison adopted his musical 
persona3 Yungblud in 2017. His stage name 
was inspired by the fact that he was the 
youngest artist on his manager’s list. It was 
during a dark time in his life when he wrote 
the first songs as Yungblud. He explains: 
“I had all this anger and I had so many 
questions about the world.” He found that 
many listeners had the same feelings and 
started to build a fanbase.

multi-genre and 
multi-style
Yungblud’s music and style draw from4 
many different influences5. This makes 
him interesting to many people who like 
his multi-genre sound. For example, he’s 
been called a Gen Z Lady Gaga thanks to his 
eye-catching outfits6, and he has stated his 
inspirations are musicians like The Arctic 
Monkeys, Lorde and Eminem. And with his 
pink hair, crazy make-up and androgynous7 
clothes, you can see how the style of some 
of those artists has influenced him. At the 
last MTV Europe Music Awards, where he 
won the award for best breakthrough8 

artist, he performed in a women’s tennis 
outfit while flying as Cupid six metres 
above the stage.

whom he has a UK Top 100 hit called 
11 Minutes, also featuring Blink 182’s Travis 
Barker) and shared a room in London 
with Lewis Capaldi. Yungblud also worked 
with Machine Gun Kelly who is a fan of 
Yungblud’s work. Many of his peers15 speak 
highly of the up-and-coming* singer.

under the influence – affected by 
drugs or alcohol
up-and-coming – sb who will be 
successful and popular in the future

Glossary

Famous Friends
Yungblud’s personality has made him 
many friends in the celebrity world. 
He dated14 the singer Halsey (with 

Adhd
Yungblud is open
about his ADHD
(Attention
Deficit
Hyperactivity
Disorder11). His high
energy level sometimes
makes people ask
if he is under the
influence*, but he says
it’s just the way he acts
naturally. When he was younger, 
it was a huge challenge to overcome12. 
But since becoming part of the music 
industry13, his hyperactivity has been 
good for him. “I’ve got ADHD and I just 
have a million ideas a minute that just 
want to get out,” he says.

strong messages
Ever since his first single, “King Charles”, in 
2017, in which he sings about the corrupt9 
political system, his music has been full of 
strong social messages, from protest songs 
to criticisms of different companies, to 
examining sexual violence against women 
from a male perspective. His song “Die 
a Little” deals with themes of anxiety10 
and depression and was featured in season 
three of the hit teen drama 13 Reasons 
Why. His latest album, titled Weird!, delivers 
a pop-punk mix full of drums, guitars and 
synths. The music video for the title track 
offers a colourful trip into the musician’s 
crazy mind. He sings: “We’re in a weird 
time of life!”

musical 
beginnings

A Family of Fans
The singer has built a community of fans 
around his music, called the Black Hearts 
Club, named after two tattoos on his fingers. 
The relationship between the artist and his 
fans is strong. “I don’t call them my fans, 
I call them my family because my connection 
with them is crazy,” he says. During the 
recent lockdown he had fan phone calls and 
live streamed concerts and other content 
with his 2.6 million Instagram followers.

Despite his crazy style, the pop punk 
Yungblud is becoming a star to watch.

9Gate March 2021



ThE NEW

How Learning from nature 
is CHanging robotiCs
You’ve probably seen the robots made
by Boston Dynamics, the most famous

robotics company in the world. The company
has learned from studying humans, dogs and 

even cheetahs1. But there are other researchers2 
learning from nature, too. here are a few

of the stranger projects.
PAUL FARRINGTON-DOUGLAS (UK)

SNAKEBOTS
Snakes can climb, get into places where 
other animals cannot fit, and move on 
almost any surface3. So it’s no surprise 
that a lot of engineers have been working 
on different types of snakebot. Some are 
designed for rescue4 work. One, called 
Eelume, is for inspecting, cleaning and 
repairing things underwater. Surgeons5 
are interested in snakebot technology, 
too. Surgical snakebots won’t actually 
swim around in your body (or not yet), but 
attached to6 the arm of a robot, they will 
be able to move like a snake around your 
organs and get to the place where surgery7 
is needed.

rOBOT 
INSECTS
Some roboticists 
are working 

on robot insects. RoboFly is one of the 
newest. It weighs only 74 mg (lighter than 
a honeybee). It has artificial9 “muscles” 
that make the wings move 120 times per 
second. It uses them just like a real insect 
to fly and hover (= fly in one place). It’s so 
small and light that it can even travel on 
the surface of water! Such tiny robots 
cannot carry a battery, so for now, most are 
connected to a wire10, but solar-powered11 
models are sure to be possible soon. They 
could be used for checking dangerous 
equipment, recording environmental 
problems like fires or even for studying the 
real insects that inspired these robots.

A2–B1 TEChNOLOGY

1 cheetah  [ˈtʃiːtə] – gepard
2 researcher  [rɪˈsɜːtʃə(r)] – výzkumník
3 surface  [ˈsɜːfɪs] – povrch
4 rescue  [ˈreskjuː] – záchranářský
5 surgeon  [ˈsɜːdʒən] – chirurg
6 attached to sth  [əˈtætʃt] – 

připojený k něčemu
7 surgery  [ˈsɜːdʒəri] – operace
8 tip  [tɪp] – špička
9 artificial  [ɑːtɪˈfɪʃl] – umělý
10 wire  [ˈwaɪə(r)] – drát
11 solar-powered  [səʊlə ˈpaʊə(r)d] – 

poháněný solární energií
12 stingray  [ˈstɪŋreɪ] – rejnok
13 rubber  [ˈrʌbə(r)] – guma
14 skeleton  [ˈskelɪtn] – kostra
15 cell  [sel] – buňka

Vocabulary

r B TS

Go to https://bit.ly/2YaTCdN 
to see one snakebot in action.

You can see the strange robot 
here: https://bit.ly/3suksoQ

https://bit.ly/2KLdb9z

rOBOTS ThAT GrOW
A group of young roboticists from 
Stanford University in the US decided on 
a completely different type of movement. 
Their “soft robot” doesn’t walk into 
position – it “grows” like a plant. It’s a tube 
of soft material. When air or water is 
pushed into it, the front of the tube grows. 
The movement of the tip8 is controlled, 
so as it grows it can follow any path. 

hALf 
ALIvE
There is another 
tiny robot, the size 
of a coin. This one is 
based on a stingray12. 
Its body is made of 
a soft rubber13 over 
a gold “skeleton14”. 
What makes it really 
unusual is that instead of having motors, 
it is covered with living muscle cells15. 
When light hits the muscle cells, they move 
and push the little robot along. It’s a very 
new technology and it does not yet have 
a real-world use, but it’s another example 
of how the robots of the future may be like 
nothing we’ve seen before.

https://bit.ly/367K8eo
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A2 TrADITIONTrack 4CD

March 17th is St patrick’s Day, the
day when people in Ireland and all

over the word celebrate everything 
Irish. So in honour of 1 this special day, 

here’s a quiz to find out how much 
you know about Ireland and Irishness. 

go n-éirí leat (good luck)!

1 in honour of  [ˈɒnə(r] – 
na počest

2 to banish  [ˈbænɪʃ] – vyhnat
3 thistle  [ˈθɪsl] – bodlák
4 daffodil  [ˈdæfədɪl] – narcis
5 shamrock  [ˈʃæmrɒk] – trojlístek
6 bagpipes  [ˈbæɡpaɪps] – dudy
7 harp  [hɑːp] – harfa
8 pearl  [pɜːl] – perla
9 sapphire  [ˈsæfaɪə(r)] – safír
10 emerald  [ˈemərəld] – smaragd

Vocabulary

Challenge!

1 St Patrick is the patron saint of Ireland. According to legend which animals did he banish2 from the country?

A bears B snakes
C wolves D koalas

2 Which plant did Patrick use to 

teach people about Christianity?

A a rose B a thistle3

C a daffodil4 D a shamrock5

3 Dublin is the capital 
of Ireland, but which of 

these is NOT an Irish city?

A Limerick B Cork

C Dundee D Galway

9 Irish people often speak 

about “the craic”. What is it?

C fun, entertainment and good conversation

D the feeling of being a proud Irish person

A good food and drink B the Irish police

7 Which of these is 

a nickname for Ireland?

A The Diamond Island

B The Pearl8 Isle

C The Sapphire9 Island

D The Emerald10 Isle

8 How do you say 
“Ireland” in the 
Irish language?

C An Ríocht Aontaithe

A Éire B Meicsiceo

D Poblacht na Seice

6 Music is so popular in Ireland that a musical 
instrument is one of its national symbols. Which one?

5 Ireland is famous for 

music. Which of these is NOT 

an Irish musician or band?

A The Cranberries B U2

C Niall Horan D Ed Sheeran

4 Which three colours 
are on the Irish flag?

A green, white and orange
B green, white and blue

C orange, blue and green
D red, white and blue

A bagpipes6
B a violin C a harp7

D a guitar

→ LISTEN TO THE CD TO CHECK yOUR ANSWERS.

C James Joyce D Jack London

A Oscar Wilde B Seamus Heaney

10 Ireland has produced many famous writers and poets over the years. Which of these is NOT from Ireland?

A

B

C

D

Irish
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We spent our family summer 
holidays in Connemara, 
exploring its beaches, 
lowlands1 and mountains. 
As a teenager I attended 
summer school there to learn 
the Irish language. Later, when 
I was a university student in 
Dublin, I returned on cycling 
holidays with friends. I became 
a geophysicist* and was very 
happy when I got my first job 
at the university in Galway. My 
task was to do a geophysical 
survey2 of Connemara. Each 
day, for a whole year, together 
with my dog, I worked all over 
the region doing the survey. 
It was the best job I ever had.

Humans first lived in Connemara 
about 7,000 years ago. They 
were hunter-gatherers10 whose 
middens (ancient kitchen 
dumps11) can be seen along 
the coast. Then came more 
advanced farming communities 
who cut down the woods and 
farmed the land. There are lots 
of archaeological sites dating 
from the Stone Age, including 
megalithic tombs*. Many tombs 
and ancient farms are still being 
discovered both along the coast 
and by farmers when they collect 
the peat. (They use peat for fuel12 
instead of firewood.) In 2002, 
a 5,500-year-old canoe, the 
famous Bearna canoe, was found 
on a beach after a huge storm.

A2–B1

Connemara
IrL

DOLORES CONNOLLy

Track 5CD

My Connemara 
Connection

Connemara is 
located in the 
west of Ireland. 
It is surrounded 
by3 the Atlantic 
Ocean to the 
south and west, 
Killary Harbour 
(Ireland’s only 
fjord) to the 

north, and a large lake, Lough Corrib, to the east. There are 
two mountain ranges4, the Twelve Bens and the Maamturks, 
which are separated by a valley.

The landscape is treeless, rocky, and covered in bogs5. 
Bogs are composed of peat6. This material formed from 
dead plants which sank to the bottom of ancient lakes and 
built up over thousands of years. Connemara’s landscape 
is famous for its unusual colours, and the most common 
bog plant is purple heather7 which turns golden in 
autumn. Along the coast, there are beautiful beaches with 
many small islands offshore8, although only a few have 
permanent9 inhabitants now.

A Colourful Wilderness

The Connemara region in Ireland is my favourite 
place on the planet. I grew up only 40 kilometres 

away in a small town called Tuam.

Stone Age 
relativesKillary Harbour

ActivitiesTf
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4
After his wife died, Mitchell Henry 
built a _________ _________ 
nearby as a memorial to her.

Task Fill in the missing words to make 
sentences about Connemara.

→ SOLUTIONS IN THE TF

2 A Gaeltacht is an area where the 
_________ _________ is still spoken.

5 Killary Harbour is Ireland’s 
_________ _________ .

6 When farmers collect peat, they often 
find _______ and _______ _______.

8 Dolores says you can find the best _______ 
_______ _______ in Connemara pubs.

1
There are _________ _________ _________ 
in Connemara, called the Twelve Bens and 
the Maamturks.

7 Purple heather _______ _______ in autumn.

3 Ireland’s only _________ _________ 
_________ is the Connemara pony.

geophysicist – someone who studies the physical 
processes and the composition of the earth
megalithic tomb – place of rest for the dead, 
constructed from large stones (megaliths)
Taj Mahal – a tomb in Agra, India, built by 
Emperor Shah Jahan to remember his dead wife

Glossary

1 lowland  [ˈləʊlənd] – nížina
2 geophysical survey  [dʒiːəʊˈfɪzɪkl ˈsɜːveɪ] – 

geofyzikální průzkum
3 to be surrounded by  [səˈraʊndɪd] – 

být obklopen něčím
4 mountain range  [reɪndʒ] – pohoří
5 bog  [bɒɡ] – bažina
6 peat  [piːt] – rašelina
7 heather  [ˈheðə(r)] – vřes
8 offshore  [ɒfˈʃɔː(r)] – nedaleko pobřeží
9 permanent  [ˈpɜːmənənt] – stálý
10 hunter-gatherer  [hʌntə ˈɡæðərə(r)] – 

lovec sběrač
11 dump  [dʌmp] – skládka
12 fuel  [ˈfjuːəl] – palivo
13 horn  [hɔːn] – roh
14 marking  [ˈmɑːkɪŋ] – značení
15 breed, to breed with   [briːd] – plemeno, 

mít mladé s
16 to be descended from  [dɪˈsendɪd] – pocházet z
17 to be shipwrecked  [ˈʃɪprekt] – ztroskotat

Vocabulary

Do You Speak Irish?

Visitors love the Connemara sheep with their black faces and horns13. 
They are not afraid of people and walk freely around the mountains and 
lowlands and along the roads. Brightly painted markings14 are used to show 
which farmer they belong to. They are related to wild sheep in central Asia 
that were brought to Ireland by the British in the late 19th century. They are 
very strong and live happily in the region.

Another typical animal is the Connemara pony, Ireland’s only national 
horse breed15. They are descended from16 Spanish Andalusian horses 
which escaped when Spanish ships on their way to invade England in 1588 
were shipwrecked17 on Ireland’s west coast. Later the horses bred with 
Scandinavian ponies already living in the mountains of Connemara, which 
had been brought over by the Vikings.

Connemara’s Creatures

Connemara is also Ireland’s largest Gaeltacht area where the Irish language 
(Gaeilge) is still spoken. Over 20,000 locals are native Irish speakers. 
Schoolchildren from all over Ireland go to summer school there to learn the 
Irish language and they stay with local Irish-speaking families. Irish traditions 
and culture have survived here better than in other places because of its 
isolation. The best traditional Irish music can be heard in Connemara pubs. 
The most enjoyable are the unplanned sessions, when musicians walk into 
a pub and start playing together though they have never met before.

Ireland’s own “Taj Mahal” is located in Connemara and is one of 
Ireland’s most visited tourist sites. Kylemore Castle was built in 1868 by 
Mitchell Henry, a rich doctor and politician from England. His Irish wife 
Margaret loved Connemara. To show his great love for her, he built a castle 
next to Kylemore Lake for her and their nine children. It has large gardens 
and over 70 rooms. However, Margaret died only a few years later. Her 
death broke Henry’s heart and he 
built a Neo-Gothic church nearby 
as a memorial to her.

Connemara is wild and beautiful. 
Its landscape looks so primitive that 
ancient cavemen would look quite 
at home there. If you get a chance 
to see this part of Ireland, go for it.

A Monument Like the Taj Mahal*
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ActivitiesTfA2–B1 LIfESTYLE / SCIENCE Tracks 7–8CD

It was the scientist Sir Isaac Newton who discovered 
that when white light passes through a glass prism2, 
it separates into all of the visible3 colors. Just like in 

a rainbow when the sun shines through 
drops of water. Newton originally divided 

the spectrum into seven colors: red, 
orange, yellow, green, light blue, indigo 
(= dark blue) and violet. He learned that 

each color has its own wavelength4 which 
cannot be separated into other colors. Newton also 
showed that light could be combined to make new 
colors, like when red and yellow lights are mixed to 

make orange.

Some people believe that these color wavelengths 
have the power to affect the body in both positive and 
negative ways. Do you feel stressed in a yellow room? 
Does the color blue make you feel calm and relaxed? 
Did you know prisons in Texas have started making 

inmates5 wear pink because it helps lower aggression6?

Colorful past

14 Gate March 2021

Are you feeling a little
blue (= sad)? Are you in the

pink (= healthy)? Are you seeing
red (= angry), or are you green

with envy1? Many English expressions 
connect colors and emotions, but 

colors are also important if you want
to create a mood (= make a place

feel a certain way), show your political 
support or just say something about 

yourself. There is even some evidence 
that color can affect our mood and

general well-being (= how
we feel emotionally).

LENNIE BELLEW (US)

A
Color-
Coded
World
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The way we read and understand 
color is determined by our brain 
and the connections it makes 
to colors. In western cultures as 
children we learn that the color 
red is connected to danger (stop 
signs / red alerts9). The more we 
see this connection, the stronger 
the connection becomes and 
advertisers know this.

One of the most popular colors 
in corporate design* is blue. And 
products designed for men use 
a lot of cool, darker colors while 
those for women usually have 
softer pastel colors. Colors also 

Color power

joy

sacredness13

danger

joy

Eastern cultures Western cultures
East vs West

increase brand 
recognition10 by 
80% and influence 
a lot of what we 
buy. Imagine if 
Coca Cola came in 
a green can.

Advertisers7 and artists have 
always known about the power 
of color. Some colors make 
you feel good, and the colors 
you wear, the color of your car 
and the colors with which you 
decorate your home all send 
a message to others about who 
you are. Other factors such as 
age, gender and culture can also 
have an influence8 on our color 
choices, like buying pink items 
for baby girls and blue for boys.

Unfortunately for advertisers, our 
feelings about color are often very 
personal and are connected to our 
own life experiences and cultures, 
so what works in one country 
doesn’t always work in another. 
For example, while the color 
white is used in many Western 
countries to show purity11 and 
innocence – which is why brides 
wear white wedding dresses – 
in many Eastern countries it is 
a symbol of mourning12.

But if color can really show 
a mood or a feeling then maybe 
it’s not such a shock that color 
experts from the Pantone Color 
Institute decided this year’s color 
of the year is “ultimate gray”. 
Hopefully by the time the bright 
colors of spring are everywhere, 
we will be able to go out and 
paint the town red! (= go out for 
a great night of fun)

The background 
color is 30% 

shade of Pantone 
Ultimate Gray

Task What things do you associate with 
these colors? Write them down. 
Then listen to the CD and compare 
your notes to the recording.

1 envy  [ˈenvi] – závist
2 prism  [ˈprɪzəm] – hranol
3 visible  [ˈvɪzəbl] – viditelný
4 wavelength  [ˈweɪvleŋkθ] – vlnová délka
5 inmate  [ˈɪnmeɪt] – vězeň
6 aggression  [əˈɡreʃn] – agresivita
7 advertiser  [ˈædvətaɪzə(r)] – inzerent
8 influence  [ˈɪnfluəns] – vliv
9 alert  [əˈlɜːt] – upozornění
10 brand recognition  [brænd rekəɡˈnɪʃn] – 

povědomí o značce
11 purity  [ˈpjʊərəti] – čistota
12 mourning  [ˈmɔːnɪŋ] – smutek, truchlení
13 sacredness  [ˈseɪkrɪdnəs] – posvátnost

Vocabulary

corporate design – the design of 
a company’s logo, typical color 
combinations and other graphic 
elements used together in unique way 
to create a visual identity

Glossary

Discuss

What is your favorite color? And what 
color is your mood now?

Is there a color you can’t stand? Why?

Do you think certain colors are only 
for boys or girls?

colour (BrE) × color (AmE)
grey (BrE) × gray (AmE)

BrE vs AmE

most universally popular 

death

most universally popular 

royalty

death

purity



Articles go with nouns. If you have a noun,
you always need an article. Well, except for 

when you don’t. OK, most of the time you need 
an article, so it’s best that every time you use 

a noun, you ask yourself, not Do I need an 
article?, but Which article do I need?

LIAM PEACH (UK)

A r T I c l e s

ActivitiesTf

The Zero Article
We don’t use an article with nouns when we are speaking 
generally about something, not referring to any specific example. 
When we do this, we usually use a plural noun.

Or we use an uncountable noun with no article. Many 
uncountable nouns describe general ideas, concepts, emotions, 
etc. (love, fairness, truth).

COMpArE WITh

We generally don’t use an article with proper nouns (= vlastní 
jména). These are often names of people, countries, cities, 
streets, months, days, etc. The names of meals and sports also 
don’t have an article.

The Answer Is “ThE”, “A/AN” or ZErO 
ArTICLE
Nouns on their own don’t tell us much about themselves. Let’s 
take one: sock. What do we know about this sock? Not much. It is 
just one lone, indefinite sock out of all the socks in the world. So 
we say “a sock”. But now you are thinking about this one lonely, 
special sock. You and I both know what sock we are talking 
about. It used to be just “a sock”, but now it is “the sock”. The 
specific sock we are thinking about.

The Indefinite (= neurčitý) Article: A/AN
We use it with singular, countable (= počitatelná) nouns when we 
mention them for the first time.

We use it when we are speaking about something we don’t know 
anything about, or if it doesn’t matter which particular thing it is.

There is a sock on the floor. (Later we say: The 
sock on the floor has been there for two days.)

I saw a sock (I don’t know whose sock it 
was) in a tree (just a random (= náhodný) 
tree, not important which one) yesterday.

The Definite (= určitý) Article: ThE
We use it with singular and plural countable nouns and 
uncountable (= nepočitatelná) nouns. It is clear which particular 
noun we mean because we have mentioned it before, it is clear 
from context or it is the only one.

The sock (the one I told you about before) is on the 
floor (there is only one floor, the floor in our house).

Socks don’t belong on the floor 
(socks in general; that’s the rule).

Money makes the word go round 
(money in general, as a concept).

All the money I get, I spend mainly on 
socks (the specific money that I get).
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Am I
a special

sock?

A2–B1 LANGUAGE / GrAMMAr



Fill the gaps with a / an, 
the, or zero article.

Task 1

______ beauty is 
only skin deep.

3

There is ______ man outside wearing very 
strange clothes. ______ man looks like he is lost.

1

I just want ______ intelligent, handsome, tall, rich, 
kind and talented husband. Is that too much to ask?

4

Excuse me, what’s 
______ time?

2

My brother lives in ______ Cardiff. 
That’s ______ capital of ______ Wales.

8

I first read about it on ______ internet, 
and later I saw it on ______ TV.

10

What’s ______ problem? 
Why is everyone shouting?

7

A: I’m going to ______ supermarket. Do you 
need anything? B: Yes, ______ bag of crisps.

9

We’re going to ______ Spain this year on holiday. 
Last year we went to ______ Dominican Republic.

6

______ children are 
often scared of the dark.

5

Correct the mistakes in 
the following sentences.

Task 2

Tell me truth: did you 
do your homework?

3

I will meet you in 
morning at the 9 o’clock.

1

That is a worst song 
I have ever heard!

6

I saw the interesting documentary 
yesterday. It was about homeless.

2

The Madrid is probably 
best city I’ve ever lived in.

8

Joe Biden is a current 
president of the America.

10

I’m not really in mood for horror film. Let’s 
watch new film by Christopher Nolan.

7

The August is warmest 
month of the year.

9

Amazon flows into 
an Atlantic Ocean.

4

There is a old man riding 
the unicycle outside. Look!

5

NOTE The names of some countries do contain “the”. 
These are usually names with kingdom, republic, states, 
etc. (The United Kingdom, The United States of America, 
The Czech Republic) or are plural (The Netherlands, The 
Philippines). Also, the names of rivers contain “the” (the 
Amazon, the Thames) as do seas and oceans (the Atlantic 
Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea). Mountain ranges 
also have “the” (the Alps, the Rocky Mountains), but 
individual mountains don’t (Mount Everest, Snowdon).

Solutions 
in the TF

There are plenty of other expressions that we often 
use with “the”. Here are a few of them. How many do 
you know?

entertainment and media – the radio, the internet, 
the news, the theatre, the cinema (but on television)

Some time expressions – the day after 
tomorrow, the morning, the afternoon, the 
evening (but night, tomorrow morning, etc.), 
the other day (a day in the recent past)

Other expressions – what’s the 
matter / problem /issue?, I’m (not) in the mood, 
on the other hand, to tell (you) the truth, 
what’s the time?, what’s the difference?

Superlatives – the biggest, the 
most interesting, the smelliest

Types of shops – the supermarket, the 
chemist’s , the butcher’s, the toy shop

Groups of people – 
the homeless, the 
young, the unemployed, 
the rich, the English
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Find the underlined words in the text and 
match them to the correct meanings.

lead2

opioids4

cyberbullying3

inspired5

1 helpless

Task

B being excited about a new idea

C feeling like there’s nothing you can do

E a heavy metal which is poisonous if 
you eat it; its chemical symbol is Pb

D drugs which stop pain but can be 
dangerous if you take them too much

A when people attack someone online 
to make them feel bad or unsafe

→ SOLUTIONS IN THE TF

A2–B1 SCIENCE

1 bullying  [ˈbʊliɪŋ] – šikana
2 drug addiction  [drʌɡ əˈdɪkʃn] – 

drogová závislost
3 award  [əˈwɔːd] – ocenění
4 invention  [ɪnˈvenʃn] – vynález
5 brain damage  [ˈbreɪn dæmɪdʒ] – 

poškození mozku
6 to fail  [feɪl] – neuspět

Vocabulary

TeDx Talks – TED is 
an organization that 
organizes conferences 
where people who 
want to share good 
ideas give talks or 
presentations.

Glossary

Kid of the Year
Gitanjali rao RyAN LEREVE (US)

Do you ever think about how many 
big problems there are in the world 
and feel helpless? Fifteen-year-old 
Gitanjali Rao felt that way, too. She 
saw problems with bullying1, drug 
addiction2 and lead in drinking water, 
and at first she thought there was 
nothing she could do. But then she 
realized that even though she was 
just a kid, she could use her interest 
in science to help people and change 
the world. Did she succeed? In 2020 
she was named TIME magazine’s 
very first “Kid of the Year”. She has 
given three TEDx talks*. She’s won 
a few different science awards3. And 
her inventions4 are being used to 
help lots of people.

Three problems, Three 
Scientific Solutions
Gitanjali is famous for three big 
inventions. One of them is an app 
called Kindly that uses artificial 
intelligence (AI) to find cyberbullying 
and help stop it before it gets really 
bad. Another invention called Epione 
helps doctors check patients for 
addiction to opioids. And maybe her 
biggest invention is called Tethys. It 
can check water for lead. She started 
working on it when she found out 
that in many parts of the US, there is 
lead in the drinking water and people 
don’t even know about it. Lead 
poisoning can cause lots of health 
problems, including brain damage5.

Track 9CD

Teen power
How did a teenage girl create 
such important inventions? 
When she was very young, 
Gitanjali thought she couldn’t 
study science because it was 
only for adults, or for boys. She 
thought science must be really 
hard. Then she realized that 
kids are the future, and they 
can start changing the world 
right now. She believes anyone 
can make a big difference in 
the world as long as they really 
care about helping people. She 
didn’t learn how to make these 
things in school. She read about 
technologies online because she 
was interested, then used what 
she learned to solve problems she 
cared about. And they didn’t work 
right away. She says mistakes 
are a big part of learning. Every 
time you try but fail6, you learn 
something important that you 
can use for the next time. Are you 
inspired yet? Maybe you’ll be the 
next Kid of the Year!

Learn more about Gitanjali’s 
work on her web site: 
gitanjalirao.net
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A2–B1 pUZZLE

1 tax law  [tæks lɔː] – daňový zákon
2 citizen  [ˈsɪtɪzn] – občan
3 to poll  [pəʊl] – dotazovat
4 savings  [ˈseɪvɪŋz] – úspory
5 wealthy  [ˈwelθi] – bohatý

Vocabulary

Sci-fi News 

from the future
RyAN LEREVE (US)

New Tax Laws
Yesterday, the King of Mars announced some 

new tax laws1, and he thinks 1 most citizens2 

won’t not be unhappy about the changes. 

In fact, 2 80% of the citizens we polled3 said 

they 3 weren’t not looking forward to the new 

tax system. Starting today, the savings4 on 

taxes paid by 4 the most not wealthy5 citizens 

will 5 increase by 100% compared to last year, 

while 6 the least not wealthy citizens will see 

their savings on taxes paid 7 increase to 90%.

In english, a double negative equals a positive.
For example: “I don’t dislike pizza” = “I like pizza”; 
“He isn’t not angry” = “He’s angry”.

TIp

Read the article again with your simpler text. 
What does the new law do? Who does it help?

B the poorest people

C change from 30% to 90%

D nine out of every ten people in the country

E most people will be happy

f change from 0.1% to 0.2%

G the richest people

h most people will be unhappy

I four of the king’s five best friends we asked

J were excited about

K change from 10% to 19%

L change to 100%

A were angry about

Although double negatives are common in the 
future on Mars to hide fake news, in the 21st century 
on earth they are usually not grammatically correct! 
Make sure you avoid them in your english.

WArNING

COMpETITION
Send your rewritten article and your answers to the questions 
to competition@bridge-online.cz, Subject: News From Mars, 
by March 31st. Three of you will win little gifts from Bridge 
Publishing House. Include your name and postal address.

In the future, there are rules 
about what people can write 
in the news. Everything must 
be completely true to stop 
“fake news” from happening. 
But clever writers can still 
make it difficult to know 
what’s true.

Read the article carefully, 
then replace each 
highlighted part with 
a simpler part from the 
list that has the same 
meaning. You will not use 
everything in the box.
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